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Proposed Programme
as sent 12/05/2020 at 8:27 CET with invitation to send questions, feedback, comments by email before
the meeting.
Time
16:30

Topic
Welcome and introduction to
participants

16:50

Meeting objectives, proposed
programme and process
State of the Art - Where are we
today –– since Paris October 2018
and Feedback

17:00

17:30

18:20

Looking into the future – what is
next: Strategic review for the longterm sustainability of the initiative
and the Working Group
membership. Including broader
consultation and implementation in
the context of projects such as
USDA/LWR MOCCA and others
Conclusion and next steps

18:30

Close of meeting

Expectations for and from all participants
To know who is who, connections with cocoa
quality/flavour standards and expectations of the
meeting
To agree on proposed programme and process
The WG to have a clear view of where we are:
achievements, contributions, process and
challenges along the journey and alignment on
the work done.
All to express feedback on the current state of the
art.
The WG to establish the roadmap towards a clear
governance, ways of working, participation and
desired impact.
All, with an open-mind, to provide honest sectorinterest contributions to co-create a bright future
for these standards.
The WG to make a decision on a prioritized plan.
WHO will do WHAT, WHEN

Legal notice:
 The meeting will be recorded for the purpose of writing the minutes
 Pre-competitive guidelines – for industry members will be stated
The following background documents sent by email 12/05/2020 at 8:27 CET:
 Report of the Working Group members meeting Paris, France, 31 Oct-2 Nov 2018 (PDF file 2 MB)
 http://www.cocoaqualitystandards.org/fileadmin/templates/CocoaQuality/Uploads/Documentsand-reports/ISCQF-WG%2BMeeting%2B2018%2BParis-Report-FINAL-PDF.pdf
 Email updates since then to WG members – zip file sent
 News sent broadly to a group of about 300 interested stakeholders– zip file sent
The main element of the presentation are in Annex A. Below is a summary of the discussions.
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A - Meeting objectives, proposed programme and process
Brigitte Laliberte welcome everyone. List of participants in Annex B. Logistic details were explained.
New members joined the group since the Paris 2018 meeting. The 24 participants introduced
themselves, their organisation and role in the ISCQF. The ISCQF Theory of Change was reminded to the
group. The proposed virtual meeting programme was approved with a key question raised on the
market sector targeted by ISCQF. As discussed previously in the WG, they are targeting all cocoas. This
point may need to be could be further discussed and clarified.

B - State of the Art - Where are we today
Dolores Alvarado presented the state of the art and where we are since the last meeting of this WG in
Paris October 2018. The objective was to for each WG member to have a clear view of where we are:
achievements, contributions, process and challenges along the journey and alignment on the work
done. Participants provided feedback in 4 breakout groups of 4 people.
Below are the key points:
 ISCQF Working Group: How best can this working group works, reuses, innovates and shares
knowledge and information?
 Users: Clarify who the users are – lab technician, quality control etc and how the protocols are
expected to be followed - as they are or adapted for simpler products or as resource documents?
Question about differentiation of fine cacao – how does that relate – how to address different
sectors. How they are going to support the development of national standards. All should be
embracing these standards.
 ISCQF website: problems in registering should be communicated to the team so it can be address
immediately and information on downloads would be valuable. Of the 20 WG members 7 have not
registered yet and they are encouraged to get familiar with the website and download the
documents.
 Protocols content: How detailed they should be – weighing scientific rigour vs accessibility. The
determination of global quality should be further evaluated supported by data analysis. Consider
more samples for more buy-in.
 Training: There is a great need for capacity building. How training will be done and by whom needs
to be proposed. How the training in MOCCA will be implementation and communicated to
everyone. With the restrictions on travel, training will need to be reviewed both from logistics and
methodologies.
 Communication: Increase our communication and socialising of these protocols – reach out to our
networks of practitioners and trainees
 What coffee is doing: Compare with the coffee standards was made on the evaluation of global
quality, the 100 points score and suggested to take a deeper dive. Look at what others are doing
and compare what we are doing.
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C – Agreement Point on the Next Steps for the Finalisation of the Protocols
The process for broader consultation resulting in feedback for the next version of protocols was
presented by Brigitte with the following key points:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

MOCCA implementation and WG participation
Timeframe proposed – June-September 2020
Finalization of translations in English-Spanish-French
Including guidelines for feedback for the broader consultation and input
Could proactively engage the following groups:
• Those providing feedback through the website or other contacts
• FCIA members webinar presentation on 16 June 2020
• ECA/CAOBISCO/FCC Joint Working Group on quality and productivity
• CoEx National Organization Committee in 66 cocoa-producing countries
• ICCO members and consultation process
• WCF members and consultation process
• National standardization organizations
• Others?
Revision of all protocols in all languages by October 2020
Drafting of the remaining protocols between now and November 2020
Re-publication of next versions by November 2020

The proposal was approved with suggestions to
(1) schedule WG calls between now and November,
(2) clarify what finalization means (next versions), how that would be decided and timeframe and
(3) evaluate progress as feedback is provided.

D - Looking into the future – What is next
Brigitte Laliberte presented the plan for the strategic review for the long-term sustainability of the
initiative and the Working Group membership, including broader consultation and implementation in
the context of projects such as USDA/LWR MOCCA and others. The objectives are (1) for the WG to
establish the roadmap towards a clear governance, ways of working, participation and desired impact
and (2) all, with an open-mind, to provide honest sector-interest contributions to co-create a bright
future for these standards. It included:
 The idea in brief: facts, key strategic points and desired outcome
 The coordination mandate and immediate agenda: purpose, governance and working group
 The strategic exercise carried out by the Alliance of Bioversity International and CIAT.
This process implies getting the ISCQF Working Group menvbers to answer the following 3 questions:
1. ACHIEVEMENTS & OPPORTUNITIES - What should the ISCQF do more of? Describe ISCQF
greatest strengths as of this moment. What are the foundational elements that we should
increase or at least proactively maintain? What has been achieved? Do not be afraid to
challenge assumptions and conventional wisdom here. In 1 word > I most like about ISCQF …
2. DESIRED OUTCOME - What is the Vision we want to own? Explain the idealized view of the
world ISCQF hopes to create. What inspires you and your stakeholders (customers,
employees, shareholders…) to engage with the initiative? What difference does it make? In 1
word > My dream for ISCQF is…
3. CHALLENGES & RISKS - Which are the biggest roadblocks that ISCQF faces? Brainstorm the
biggest threats to ISCQF performance, both external and internal. These may be Items the
WG has battled historically or issues you believe will worsen soon. In 1 word > I would change
of ISCQF …
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Participants answered the first question - what they most like about the ISCQ initiative - with the
following points:










Ambition
Brings everyone together
Working group and working as a group
How we can learn more from each other
Reflect on responsibilities for each of us
Transcending the ego
Come to common grounds despite all the different institutional agendas
Protocols
Open source

The following additional comments were mentioned:
 Ultimate goal to increase quality and farmers income
 How the protocol help preserve the flavour patrimony of West African producing countries that
represents 70% of the world cocoa
 Increase the participation of cocoa producers in the initiative
 Valuable and ICCO can present on its platform to stimulate discussions between countries
 Next challenge is to have the protocols endorsed by countries and the cocoa and chocolate
industry with a diversity of stakeholders’ perception of flavour and quality standards.
Time did not allow questions 2 and 3 to be explored and feedback will be provided in writing by email.

E – Action Plan
Brigitte presented the proposed action plan for the formalization of the ISCQF Working Group below:
Action

Responsible

Timeline

Set a Task-Force: 5 people + CoEx moderation
(Suggestion: 2 Companies, 1 NGO, 1 Research 1 Producer)

WG members

Today

The Task-Force drafts proposal for ISCQF strategic framework:
• WG Purpose
• WG Format structure & governance rules
• WG Coordination and communication plan

Task-Force
members

30 June
2020

WG sends input, comments and recommendations to the
Task-Force

WG members

15 July
2020

WG session to review and approve the ISCQF strategic
framework.

WG members

September
2020

It was endorsed by all and 4 had suggestions to clarify the role and process, as well as the
representation. A proposed process and terms of reference will be sent out to the group for review.
Participants provided final comments before closing. It is important for Working Group members to
provide feedback in a timely manner. The Coordination sent regular updates on the protocols in
development, the input process and the next steps. All Working Group members are encouraged to
express opinions to the entire group and not only to the Coordination team. It is the responsibility of
each member to make sure they are informed on the rational for the decisions and recommendations
made by the group and to inform the coordination immediately in case of problems so that they can be
discussed resolved.
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Annex A – Elements of the Presentations
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Recap on Process
• First draft protocols
• Reviewed by WG members in Paris meeting
October 2018
• Second draft protocols reviewed
• Task Forces
• Individual reviewers
• Revision of drafts
•
•
•
•

Recommendations from Task Forces for publication
Review by all WG members for approval
Publication in English
Translation in Spanish and French

• Feedback collected for next publication
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Annex B - List of Participants
Name

Organization

Country

Members of the Working Group
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Brigitte Laliberté
Juan Francisco
Mollinedo
Renata Januszewska
Federico Vignati
Darin Sukha

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Daniel Domingo
Carla Martin
Bill Guyton
John Kehoe
Charlotte Martin
Martin Christy

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Carolina Aguilar
Rick Peyser
Julien Simonis
Ed Seguine
Brad Kintzer
Nubia Martinez
Herve Bisseleua

Alliance of Bioversity International and CIAT
Amacacao/KUNAKakaw

Italy
Guatemala

Barry Callebaut
CAF/ILAC - Iniciativa Latinoamericana del Cacao
CRC - Cocoa Research Centre of the University of the
West Indies
ECOM Trading
FCCI - Fine Cacao and Chocolate Institute
FCIA - Fine Chocolate Industry Association
Guittard Chocolate
ICCO - International Cocoa Organization
IICCT - International Institute of Chocolate & Cacao
Tasting
LWR - Lutheran World Relief
LWR - Lutheran World Relief
Puratos / Belcolade
Seguine Cacao and Chocolate/Guittard Chocolate
TCHO
UNALM Universidad Nacional Agraria La Molina
WCF-World Cocoa Foundation

Belgium
Peru
Trinidad and Tobago
USA
USA
USA
Côte d'Ivoire
UK
USA
USA
Belgium
USA
USA
Peru

Additional participants
19. Dolores Alvarado
20. Meter, Andrew
21. Adriana Mejia
Cuartas
22. Lina EcheverriRoeder

Alliance of Bioversity International and CIAT
Alliance of Bioversity International and CIAT
Herencia, Alliance of Bioversity and CIAT Strategic
Consultant
Herencia, Alliance of Bioversity and CIAT Strategic
Consultant

Guatemala
France
Netherlands

CDP: USAID-Equal Exchange-TCHO Cooperative
Development Programme
Valrhona

Peru

Germany

Apologies from
23. Mey Choy
24. Pierre Costet

France
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